Why Woman Stop Giving Blow Jobs After Marriage
Missionary sex dominates the male by letting them do all the work; blow jobs
dominate the woman for the same reason. Maybe that’s why our women stop giving
blow jobs after marriage. It appears to be the case for a lot of men, and it’s mainly due
to the entertainment we consume. People cannot have a grown-up relationship if the
woman thinks it’s about her. Women try to satisfy the subordinate sex dreams of men
as long as marriage isn't gluing them together in debt and social constraints. The
obligation to please the partner seems to be a tactic to convince men of a woman's
trustworthiness, and it’s used because predator types wouldn’t stay otherwise. As soon
as a baby is there, the woman is satiated with body contact anyway and the war is
over, because couples are imprisoned by their oﬀspring. The marriage is devastating
for both parties in the end, since it’s about power struggles in society, not about
sharing a life. Any small habit can slowly turn into a reason for endless discussion.
Men are often solely seen as breadwinners. Love becomes a means to compensate for
insecurities the woman has and because she feels safe in an institution that grants her
half of everything if it’s over, she demands a myriad of useless stuﬀ. Society tells her
how she has to look, act, and what stereotypes she must cultivate to keep the princess
lifestyle she deserves. This causes a lot of fear, since she’s constantly disguising herself
in order to avoid rejection. The continuous ﬁghting serves to keep the arousal alive,
although it may be long gone. To deal with the soon-expected betrayal, she indulges
in fantasies in which she avoids emotional harm by foreshadowing deceit. She
unconsciously starts to manipulate information and is always looking for proof of her
theories. Her spouse must be against her, and she is the victim of a heartless monster
of a man. Trying to rationally explain to her that everything is okay isn't possible,
because she is violently defending the truth she has manufactured. All the
information in favor of the story is emphasized, while actual facts cannot reach her.
Fairness, in her mind, only consists of things, which support her well-being alone.
Even if the man wants to conform to her demands, she is trying to destroy him and
ultimately the relationship. Absolutely obvious facts are turned around until she is
right. She inﬁnitely delays the moment of truth and gets angry, although she’s
cornered by valid counterarguments. Refusing to be honest eventually leads to the
rejection she was expecting, and after a period of self-loathing and pain, she may or
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may not try again. To have the courage to accept the truth, even if it’s not pleasant or
convenient, could have saved her relationship, but she will cycle through these
diﬃcult emotions over and over regardless of who her partner might be. The mere
possibility of a relationship is often more desirable than the relationship itself.
Longing is love, because honesty hurts. Men frequently feel isolated, since they
become a problem to be solved. Not only will she go through all his stuﬀ to ﬁnd out
if he’s cheating, she will also spy on him whenever possible. As a result, men are
retreating oftentimes into drinking to ﬁght the pain of being alone while being with
someone at the same time. Sexual pleasures are far away and masturbation becomes
their main sexual activity.
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Why Men Frequently Act Like Stupid Morons
Men often miss the right context for when sexual arousal is appropriate, especially if
they didn’t have the opportunity to practice with their fathers. And when the
adequate time is over, they’re not able to learn it anymore. Rough-and-tumble plays
help to regulate aggression, and if the father is less dominant, men don’t learn how to
control it. As a result, male adults are not able to respect boundaries and frequently
behave like an unbelievably stupid moron. Apart from visual triggers, emotions are
universal for arousal. Feeling threatened and safe at the same time often occurs in
childhood, and we generalize these emotions by generating abstractions to aid sexual
arousal during puberty. When the father plays hide-and-seek with his son and
regularly goes too far, the boy will not be able to trust women later in life, and
arousal mechanisms get confused with uncertainty and an obligation to please the
woman in order to be loved. Whereas women oftentimes use previously agreed on
routines to assure safety and trust, men try to make them uncomfortable by
selectively disappointing expectations. The nice guys are less successful than their
aggressive counterparts, since they’re just not as arousing to woman. The attentionseeking tactics babies use to feel safe with their mothers include crying, mischievous
behavior, and expected as well as forcefully demanded attention. Sometimes, they
will also pretend to not care about it. While men need to securely have their egos
broken, women must learn to deal with uncertainty and pain. Some babies ﬁnd out
that they’re able to control their mothers by adopting assertive or oﬀensive behaviors,
which later become important concepts in intimate relationships and for relating to
other people. All of the tactics and learned behaviors lead eventually to more or less
sophisticated models of love relationships and general modes of being in the world.
They are emphasized by positive feedback loops and frequently result in
disappointment. When things happen to us time and time again, it’s partly not our
fault, but if we refuse to learn in order to change our relational patterns, we will
experience the same disasters until we die. Also, a lot of people wrongfully think they
are natural assholes, although they’re looking for love in crooked ways.
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Do You Want The Truth?
Thank you for reading this free excerpt of the truth piece of Not Really. I hope you
enjoyed it. If you consider buying the book, you can visit my shop.

Stefaneberhard.com/Shop

If you want to tell me something or have a question, you can contact me here.

Stefaneberhard.com/Contact

If you want to stay in touch, you can follow my mailinglist.

Stefaneberhard.com/Mailinglist

Thanks for going on this little journey with me.

Much love,
Stefan
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